Abstract. Linux driver verification is a large application area for software verification methods, in particular, for functional, safety, and security verification. Linux driver software is industrial production code -IT infrastructures rely on its stability, and thus, there are strong requirements for correctness and reliability. This implies that if a verification engineer has identified a bug in a driver, the engineer can expect quick response from the development community in terms of bug confirmation and correction. Linux driver software is complex, low-level systems code, and its characteristics make it necessary to bring to bear techniques from program analysis, SMT solvers, model checking, and other areas of software verification. These areas have recently made a significant progress in terms of precision and performance, and the complex task of verifying Linux driver software can be successful if the conceptual state-of-the-art becomes available in tool implementations.
Overview
The Linux kernel is currently one of the most important software systems in our society. Linux is used as kernel for several popular desktop operating systems (e.g., Ubuntu, Fedora, Debian, Gentoo), and thus, the seamless workflow of many users depends on this software. Perhaps even more importantly, the server operating systems that currently dominate the market are based on Linux. Almost all (90 % in 2010) supercomputers run a Linux-based operating system. Increasingly many embedded devices such as smart phones run Linux as kernel (e.g., Android, Maemo, WebOS). This explains an increasing need for automatic verification of Linux components.
Microsoft had identified the device drivers as the most important source of failures in their operating systems. Consequently, the company has significantly increased the reliability of Windows by integrating the Static Driver Verifier (Sdv) into the production cycle. The foundations were developed in the Slam research project [1] . The Sdv kit is now included by default in the Windows Driver Kit (Wdk).
For Linux, an industry-funded verification project of the size of Sdv does not exist. But the development community is increasingly looking for automatic techniques for verifying crucial properties, and the verification community is using Linux drivers as application domain for new analysis techniques. During the last years, three verification environments were build in order to define verification tasks from Linux drivers: the Linux Driver Verification project 1 [23] , the Avinux project [27] , and the DDVerify project 2 [32] . The Linux code base is a popular source for verification tasks [17, 22, 24, 25] . Linux drivers provide a unique combination of specific characteristics that attract researchers and practitioners to challenge their tools. The most important benefits of using the Linux code as source for verification tasks are the following:
• the software is important -many people are interested in verification results;
• every bug in a driver is potentially critical because the driver runs with kernel privileges and in the kernel's address space; • the code volume is enormously large (10 MLOC) and continuously increases;
• the verification tasks are difficult enough to be challenging, but not too complex to be hopeless; and • most Linux drivers are licensed as open source and therefore easy to use in verification and research projects.
Although many new advancements in the area of software verification have been made, it requires a special effort to transfer them to practice and make them applicable to complex industrial code such as Linux device drivers. The recent competition on software verification (SV-COMP'12) 3 [3] showed that even modern state-of-the-art tool implementations have problems analyzing the problems in the category on device drivers.
Research Directions
Pointer Analysis and Dynamic Data Structures. Many safety properties of device drivers depend on a precise analysis of pointers and data structures on the heap. The analysis of pointers is well understood, but due to the lowlevel code that is used in system programming, the analysis concepts are difficult to implement. The LDV project has made a significant progress on this topic with implementing a more precise pointer analysis into the software model checker Blast [29] . This improved version of the original software model checker Blast [5] is the SV-COMP'12 winner on the verification tasks that were derived from the Linux kernel [28] .
The analysis of data structures is still an ongoing research topic, with significant progress in the last years; however, there is no large set of open benchmark verification tasks to practically compare the different implementations. The tool Predator is an example of a state-of-the-art static analyzer with the ability to check data structures and memory safety [16] .
Symbolic Verification. Due to the progress in SMT solving, formula-based symbolic representations of abstract states are nowadays effective and efficient. Microsoft's Sdv and Slam [1] , and several current research tools are based on predicate abstraction [5, 8, 12, 18] . Several tool implementations integrate the concepts of counterexample-guided abstract refinement (CEGAR) [11] , various kinds of shape analysis, abstract reachability trees [5] , lazy abstraction [21] , interpolation [20] , and large-block encoding [4, 9] . Also bounded model checking [10] is a technique of practical relevance and with impressive results in the verification competition [14, 30] .
Not yet sufficiently addressed in research projects are the problems of determining the interpolants (there is a wide range between weak and strong interpolants), block-sizes (which criterion should be used to determine the end of a block that is completely encoded in one post operation), and traversal orders (coverage-directed verification, BFS, DFS, etc.). Another important and promising technique that has been largely ignored in software verification is the possibility to encode abstract states and transition relations completely as binary decision diagrams (BDD). There was some progress on this topic, e.g., the extension of CPAchecker and Java PathFinder to using BDDs to represent the state space that boolean variables span in code of product-line simulators [31] .
Explicit-State Verification. Some explicit-state model checkers are successful in their application domain (e.g., Spin and Java PathFinder). In order to apply this technology to the verification of driver software in a scalable manner, it would be interesting to incorporate state-of-the-art techniques that are successful in symbolic verification. For example, CEGAR should be used to automatically create an abstraction, and Craig interpolation for explicit-value domains could identify which parts of the state space are necessary to be analyzed.
Combination of Verification Techniques.
In the past, several combination techniques have been proposed for assembling new analyses that are created by parallel combination of different existing analyses [7, 15] . This is extremely effective and should receive more attention and be used in practical applications. The practical application of parallel combinations is hindered by technical barriers: the two analyses have to use the same traversal algorithm, have to be implemented in the same programming language and in compatible tool environments, and need to run on the same machine at the same location (e.g., not distributed in a computing cloud).
Sequential combination using conditional model checking is an effective solution to this problem [6] . Different tools and techniques can be run one after the other, and try to solve the verification task using the various strengths. A conditional model checker is instructed when to give up (by an input condition). The input conditions represent a flexible way of bounding or restricting the verification process. Output conditions represent the state space that was successfully verified already. A successive verifier can use such conditions of previous runs to not perform the same verification work again, but concentrate on applying its strengths to the remaining task.
Termination Analysis. An area that needs more attention is termination analysis. There are a few tools for termination checking (most prominently, Armc [26] ) but the technology is not yet as wide-spread as it should be. The technology has been adopted and further improved by Microsoft's Terminator project [13] . Concurrency. Due to the increasing availability of multi-core machines, the verification of multi-threaded software becomes an important research direction. Checking for race conditions and deadlocks is an essential quality assurance means that needs to be applied to Linux driver software as well. The verification community actively invents new concepts and implements new tools to approach this problem (for example, Esbmc [14] , SATabs [2] , Threader [19] ). It is interesting to observe that the best tool for checking concurrency problems in the last competition was a bounded model checker [14] .
Conclusion
We outlined the motivation for considering Linux device drivers as application domain for verification research. It is important to develop verification tools that are efficient and effective enough to successfully check software components that are as complex as device drivers. The benefits are twofold: for the society it is important to get such crucial software verified; for the verification community it is important to get realistic verification tasks in order to tune and further develop the technology. We provided an overview of the state-of-the-art and pointed out research directions in which further progress is essential.
